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Abstract: Although traditionally high-surface area carbon materials have been considered as rigid

structures with a disordered three dimensional (3D) network of graphite microdomains associated

with a limited electrical conductivity (highly depending on the porous structure and surface chemistry),

here we show for the first time that this is not the case for activated carbon materials prepared using harsh

activation conditions (e.g., KOH activation). In these specific samples a clear structural re-orientation

can be observed upon adsorption of different organic molecules, the structural changes giving rise to

important changes in the electrical resistivity of the material. Whereas short chain hydrocarbons and

their derivatives give rise to an increased resistivity, the contrary occurs for longer-chain hydrocarbons

and/or alcohols. The high sensitivity of these high-surface area carbon materials towards these organic

molecules opens the gate towards their application for sensing devices.

Keywords: activated carbon; structural flexibility; sensing selectivity; hydrocarbon and alcohol

adsorption; electrical conductivity

1. Introduction

Activated carbon materials have experienced a renovated interest in the last few years in fields such

as electrochemical energy storage (supercapacitors and batteries), sensing devices, etc. [1–6]. The high

interest of activated carbons for these applications is supported by their excellent textural properties

(well-developed microporous structure and extremely large Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface

area), their tunable porosity and surface chemistry, low cost, their excellent mechanical properties

to be conformed into electrodes, and their structural stability under different media (gas or liquid

electrolyte), although their electrical conductivity is frequently very limited [7]. One of the basic

criteria to identify the optimum carbon material for these applications (in terms of capacity, sensitivity,

and selectivity) concerns the perfect knowledge of i) the porous structure of the synthesized carbon

(presence of micropores and mesopores), ii) the surface chemistry (presence of functional groups on

the carbon surface), and iii) the inner carbon structure (e.g., graphitization degree, size of the graphite

microdomains, etc.). These characteristics will define among others the selective adsorption and

electrochemical response (sensitivity) of the activated carbon devices.
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Contrary to zeolites and metal-organic framework materials where structural flexibility is

widely accepted [8,9], activated carbon is assumed to keep a rigid un-changed structure under

operando conditions, so that the structural parameters obtained from the characterization of the

as-synthesized activated carbon (X-ray diffraction (XRD), gas adsorption at cryogenic temperatures,

Raman spectrometry, etc.) can be used to understand their physico-chemical performance. Although

this is true for many carbon materials, there are already some studies in the literature that anticipate

a certain degree of structural deformation upon adsorption [10–12]. For instance, Kowalczyk et al.

reported a 0.14 vol. % expansion upon CO2 adsorption at atmospheric pressure in a carbon xerogel.

Despite the relevance of these structural changes taking place at the carbon skeleton upon an external

stimulus and their potential effect in the macroscopic properties of the material, these changes, if any,

have been commonly ignored. With this in mind, this manuscript aims to evaluate potential structural

changes in activated carbon materials upon adsorption by combining XRD and Raman spectrometry.

To this end, different carbon materials, coming from lignocellulosic or petroleum residues, and prepared

under different chemical activation routes (low and high temperature, and different activating agents),

will be compared. The effect of these structural changes in the final resistivity of the activated carbon

material will be discussed.

2. Experimental Section

Three different activated carbon precursors have been selected for this study: Two lignocellulosic-based

materials (LAC: peach stones and cupuoaçu stones) and a petroleum residue (PAC). Lignocellulosic

precursors have been activated using chemical activation with H3PO4 (LACx-A y) and KOH (LACx-K

y), where “x” corresponds to peach (P) or cupuoaçu (C) and “y” identifies the activation temperature,

while the petroleum residue-based carbon has been prepared by chemical activation with KOH

(PAC-K y).

Briefly, sample LACP-A 450 was prepared from peach stones using a chemical activation with

H3PO4 (impregnation ratio xp = 0.21 g P/g precursor). Activation was performed at 450 ◦C for 2 h under

a nitrogen flow (80 mL/min) using a heating rate of 1 ◦C /min. Afterwards, the product was washed with

distilled water until no reactant was present [13]. To identify the effect of the activation temperature

and the activating agent in the same precursor, peach stones were also activated with H3PO4 at 800 ◦C,

following the same recipe described above (LACP-A 800), and with KOH at 500 ◦C (LACP-K 500) and

800 ◦C (LACP-K 800). In the specific case of the KOH activated samples, the lignocellulosic residue

was first carbonized at 500 ◦C for 2 h in a nitrogen atmosphere (100 mL/min). Afterwards, the sample

was activated using KOH in a 3:1 ratio (KOH: precursor) at a final temperature of 500 ◦C or 800 ◦C for

2 h (nitrogen flow 100 mL/min). Finally, the samples were washed with 10 wt.% HCl and distilled

water until neutral pH.

In order to evaluate the effect of the lignocellulosic residue, an additional sample LACC-K 700

was prepared from cupuoaçu stones from the Amazonia region. This sample was prepared following

the same procedure described above and an activation temperature of 700 ◦C.

To evaluate the effect of the carbon precursor, sample PAC-K 800 was prepared using mesophase

pitch (VR-vacuum residue) obtained as a petroleum residue. The synthesis involved a pyrolysis step at

460 ◦C under 1 MPa of N2 for 1.5 h, followed by an activation treatment with KOH (3:1 wt.% activation

ratio) at 800 ◦C for 2 h under a nitrogen flow (100 mL/min). The final material was washed with HCl

(10 wt.%) and distilled water to completely remove the residual potassium [14].

The textural properties of the synthesized carbon materials (N2 isotherms at −196 ◦C) were

measured using a home-made manometric equipment designed and constructed by the Laboratorio

de Materiales Avanzados (LMA) group and now commercialized by Gas-to-Materials (http://www.

g2mtech.com). Before the adsorption measurements, samples were treated in ultrahigh-vacuum at

250 ◦C for 4 h.

Upon characterization of the textural properties, the different samples were impregnated using

different organic molecules. Before the impregnation, samples were thermally treated at 80 ◦C for

http://www.g2mtech.com
http://www.g2mtech.com
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24 h in an oven to remove humidity. The impregnation of the activated carbon was performed by

immersing the carbon in an excess of the corresponding liquid molecule (n-nonane, n-hexane, hexanol,

and octanol) at room temperature for 24 h (unless otherwise stated). Afterwards, the samples were

filtered and dried at 60 ◦C under low vacuum for 1 h before being used for further characterization.

The thermal treatment under these conditions is mandatory to remove the excess solvent from the

external surface and meso-/macropores, thus leaving only the internal narrow microporosity filled

with the organic molecule [15].

The crystallinity of the synthesized and impregnated activated carbons was evaluated using a

Bruker D8-Advanced equipment using a X-ray KRISTALLOFLEX K 760–80 F generator with a copper

anode. Raman spectroscopy studies were performed in a Jasco NRS-5100 spectrometer working with a

laser of 532 nm and a CCD detector (resolution 6.83 cm−1).

The electrical conductivity was measured in disc-shaped monoliths using a four-point probe

system (Keithley Instruments, Model 238 High Current Source Measure Unit, USA). Before the

conductivity measurements, the discs were prepared by mixing 90 wt.% of the activated carbon and

10 wt.% of polytetrafluoroethylene (≈ 30 mg of total mass for LACC-K and PAC-K and ≈ 70 mg for

LAC-A) using a stainless steel mold of 1.32 cm2 and at a pressure of 454.5 × 103 kPa. The calculation of

resistivity and conductivity was done using correction factors taken from the literature [16].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of the Carbon Precursor

The textural properties of the synthesized activated carbons were evaluated using nitrogen

adsorption at cryogenic temperature. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the adsorption/desorption

isotherms at−196 ◦C for some selected samples, i.e., LACP-A 450, LACC-K 700, and PAC-K 800 samples.

The selection of these samples prepared from a different precursor (lignocellulosic and petroleum),

and using a different activation procedure (phosphoric acid vs. KOH) will allow a pre-evaluation of the

structural flexibility in activated carbon materials. As expected, KOH-activated carbons exhibit a larger

development of microporosity and a larger associated BET surface area compared to the conventional

H3PO4 activated sample. Textural parameters for the three samples are collected in Table 1. As it

can be observed, the samples are preferentially microporous (type I isotherm; V0 ≈ VT), BET surface

area ranging from 1200 m2/g, for the lignocellulosic-based H3PO4 sample, up to 2500 m2/g, for the

lignocellulosic-based KOH activated sample.

Table 1. Textural properties estimated from the N2 adsorption data at −196 ◦C. Total pore volume (VT) was

estimated at p/p0 ≈ 0.95 and the micropore volume (V0) was estimated from the Dubinin–Radushkevich

(DR) equation.

Sample BET (m2/g) VT(cm3/g) V0(cm3/g)

LACP-A 450 1180 0.50 0.43
LACC-K 700 2490 1.01 0.94
PAC-K 800 2000 0.87 0.76

The crystallographic structure of the synthesized activated carbon materials has been evaluated

using X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. Figure 1a shows the XRD pattern for the lignocellulosic

activated carbons, LACP-A 450, and LACC-K 700. As it can be appreciated, whereas the sample

activated with the conventional H3PO4 treatment preserves the dominant feature of graphite at

2θ = 23◦ and 43◦, attributed to the (002) and (10) diffractions, the KOH activated samples exhibits a

rather flat profile (only two tiny shoulders can be appreciated at 25◦ and 43◦). The fact that the XRD

pattern upon KOH activation is almost completely washed-out is in close agreement with previous

studies by Takahata et al., preferentially for high-surface area KOH activated samples [17]. The shift

of the (002) peak to lower angles in sample LACP-A 450 compared to pure graphite (23◦ vs. 26◦)
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clearly anticipates the defective nature of the synthesized carbon, i.e., the presence of small graphite

microdomains with a short range order for the graphene layers [18]. However, the complete disruption

of the crystallographic ordering in the KOH activated sample denotes, in addition, the aggressive

nature of the activation treatment, in close agreement with the proposed activation mechanism [19–21].

According to the studies described in the literature, the activation process with KOH involves a series

of exothermic reactions (sometimes explosive reactions) via the intercalation of metallic potassium in

between the graphene layers and the evolution of hydrogen, thus given rise to the complete exfoliation

of the final carbon material. Equation (1) shows one of the main reactions taken place in the activation

process. However, a detailed analysis of the KOH activation process can be found elsewhere [19–21].

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles for the lignocellulosic-based activated carbons (a) before and

(b) after adsorption of n-nonane.

6KOH + C↔ 2K + 3H2 + 2K2CO3 (1)

On the contrary, the activation treatment with H3PO4 implies less aggressive processes, mainly

depolymerization of cellulose catalyzed by phosphoric acid, followed by dehydration and condensation,

leading to more aromatic and reactive products, with some cross-linking [13].

Surprisingly, the structural disordering and the associated flat XRD pattern drastically change

upon adsorption of a linear hydrocarbon, such as n-nonane. As it can be appreciated in Figure 1b,

whereas the XRD profile for the LACP-A 450 sample does not exhibit any significant modification after

incorporation of n-nonane (the broad contributions at 23◦ and 43◦ are fully preserved), the XRD profile

for the KOH-activated lignocellulosic precursor drastically changes, with new broad contributions

appearing at 2θ = 20◦ and 43◦. The development of these new contributions is more evident for the peak

at 20◦. This observation anticipates an important structural re-structuring of the graphite/graphene

microdomains upon adsorption of the hydrocarbon. Furthermore, the d-spacing for the (002) plane

shifts from 0.386 nm in the LACP-A 450 sample to 0.443 nm in the LACC-K 700 sample (the interlayer

spacing d002 for highly oriented graphite is 0.335 nm). These results suggest that the re-structured

material after KOH activation is highly defective, compared to the conventional lignocellulosic-based

activated carbon. However, the increased d002 spacing due to n-nonane intercalation within the

graphene layers cannot be ruled out. In fact, the value of 0.443 nm is highly above previous values

described in the literature for graphitizable and non-graphitizable materials [22]. Last but not least,

the XRD profile for LACC-K 700 also shows the appearance of some sharp contributions at 25◦, 35.1◦,

43.4◦, and 57.4◦. Since these contributions are also present in the dry material, they cannot be attributed

to n-nonane. Although the ash content of the synthesized activated carbon after acid washing is less

than 0.01%, we cannot exclude these peaks (corresponding to Al2O3) to come from the mineral content

from the raw cupuaçu stones.

Similar experiments were performed in the petroleum-pitch derived activated carbon prepared

through a chemical activation process with KOH (sample PAC-K 800). As it can be observed in

Supplementary Figure S2, the original raw material exhibits a rather flat profile, in close agreement

with sample LACC-K 700. Once again, the adsorption of n-nonane gives rise to a sudden change

in the XRD pattern with new broad contributions at 2θ = 20◦ and 43◦, similar to the ones observed
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for sample LACC-K 700. Interestingly, the results are perfectly reproducible after 1 h or 24 h of

contact time between the activated carbon skeleton and the hydrocarbon, i.e., the inner re-structuring

process seems to be a sudden response of the material upon adsorption/impregnation. In other words,

the response factor of the internal carbon structure upon an external stimulus (upon adsorption) must

be a fast process, thus opening the gate towards the application of this phenomenon in sensing devices.

A closer look to Supplementary Figure S2 confirms that 1 h is enough to fully develop the broad (002)

contribution, the peak position being rather similar after 1 h and 24 h.

To further ascertain the role of the hydrocarbon in the structural re-ordering, sample LACC-K 700

pre-adsorbed with n-nonane has been submitted to different thermal treatments at ranging temperatures

to selectively remove the hydrocarbon from the inner microporous structure. The thermogravimetric

(TG) analyses have been complemented by XRD of the thermally treated samples. Thermogravimetric

analysis reported in Figure 2 show that the raw material is able to adsorb ca. 35 wt.% of hydrocarbon,

in close agreement with the highly developed microporous structure (characteristic of KOH activated

samples). Assuming the density of n-nonane (0.72 g/cm3), an adsorption capacity of 35 wt.% denotes

that the micropores in sample LACC-K 700 are filled with n-nonane. Compared to the dried activated

carbon, the incorporation of n-nonane gives rise to the broad contributions at 20◦ and 43◦, as described

above. A thermal treatment at 70 ◦C for 24 h under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions does not modify the

amount of n-nonane adsorbed in the micropores of the activated carbon (onset desorption temperature

is ca. 120 ◦C), neither the XRD pattern [15]. Expectedly, a further increase in the outgassing temperature

to 150 ◦C for 24 h gives rise to partial loss of pre-adsorbed n-nonane (ca. 26 wt.% n-nonane remains in

the structure), the remaining n-nonane occluded in the micropores having a lower effect in the XRD

pattern, i.e., a decrease in the intensity and a widening of the (002) contribution at 20◦ can be clearly

appreciated. Last but not least, the complete removal of n-nonane at 300 ◦C completely washes-out

the XRD pattern with no appreciable contributions over the whole 2θ range evaluated. These results

anticipate the crucial role of the adsorbed hydrocarbon in the observed structural changes.

Figure 2. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis of sample LACC-K 700 before and after exposure to n-nonane,

and LACC-K 700 sample after different thermal treatments under inert atmosphere; (b) XRD pattern

for the samples evaluated.

In summary, these results clearly anticipate that chemical activation with KOH of different carbon

precursors (for instance, a lignocellulosic or a petroleum residue) constitutes an aggressive activation

route with a complete disruption of the 3D ordering and crystallinity in the final material. However,

despite this a priori harsh effect, the long-range structural ordering can be easily and reversible

recovered upon the incorporation of a hydrocarbon in the inner microstructure.

An open question at this point concerns the effect that the nature of the adsorbed molecule

can have in the final structural re-structuring. To this end, the crystallographic pattern of sample

PAC-K 800 has been evaluated as prepared and after incorporation of different linear/branched
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hydrocarbons (n-nonane, n-hexane and 2-methyl-propane) after 24 h. XRD patterns reported in

Figure 3 clearly show that the long-range re-structuring of the activated carbon microstructure highly

depends on the nature of the hydrocarbon pre-adsorbed. Interestingly, these results provide some

evidences about the selective nature of this phenomenon. Whereas n-nonane provides a well-defined

symmetric contribution at 20◦, shorter chain hydrocarbons (e.g., n-hexane and 2-methylpropane)

do not. For these two hydrocarbons, a wide contribution develops upon adsorption with smooth

shoulders at 2θ � 18◦ and 23◦, thus reflecting the absence of a long-range high quality ordering for

shorter range hydrocarbons. Although these results suggest a certain re-structuring upon adsorption

of short-chain hydrocarbons, the presence of two shoulders could be associated with the development

of two differently oriented microdomains.

Figure 3. XRD profiles for the petroleum-pitch activated carbon (PAC-K 800) before and after

incorporation of different hydrocarbons.

To confirm that the adsorbed hydrocarbons remain in the microstructure after the drying step,

TG curves for LACC-K 700 and PAC-K 800 samples after impregnation with n-nonane and hexane,

and vacuum drying have been performed (Supplementary Figure S3). As it can be observed, the weight

loss is rather similar for both hydrocarbons in both materials, thus confirming that the hydrocarbons

remain in the micropores. Last but not least, Supplementary Figure S4 shows that the re-structuring

order produced by n-nonane can be reversibly removed after washing the pre-impregnated material

with H2O or even more efficiently with acetone (washing was performed at 25 ◦C per triplicate using

50 mL of pure solvent).

3.2. Effect of The Activation Temperature

In order to evaluate the effect that the activation temperature has in these structural phenomena,

the XRD patterns for samples prepared from peach stones (H3PO4 activated: LACP-A 450, LACP-A

800; KOH activated: LACP-K 500 and LACP-K 800) have been compared before and after the

pre-impregnation with n-nonane (Figure 4). In addition, the textural characteristics of the synthesized

samples can be compared in Supplementary Figure S5. As expected, samples activated at high

temperature (800 ◦C), either using acid or KOH activation, exhibit a higher development of porosity,

and a larger BET surface area. XRD data of the as-synthesized carbon materials confirms previous

findings, i.e., samples activated with H3PO4 preserve the two contributions at 23◦ and 43◦, whereas

this is not the case for KOH activated samples, especially after the activation treatment at high

temperature. In any case, pre-impregnation with n-nonane gives rise to a sudden development of the 2
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theta contribution at 20◦–21◦, this observation being more drastic in sample LACP-K 800. However,

this structural re-orientation is not only evident in the activated carbons prepared by KOH activation

at low and high temperature but, in a certain way, in the high temperature acid treated sample.

Figure 4. XRD profiles for the peach stone-based activated carbon after (a, b) acid (LACP-A) and (c, d)

KOH (LACP-K) activation prepared at (a, c) low and (b, d) high activation temperature, and before and

after incorporation of different hydrocarbons.

Consequently, these results confirm that the structural flexibility appreciated in activated carbon

material upon hydrocarbon adsorption is an intrinsic property of the structure itself, independently of

the nature of the carbon precursor and the activation treatment used. However, these changes are more

easily appreciated in activated carbons with a random orientation of the graphite microdomains, i.e.,

samples submitted to a harsh activation treatment. This is the case, for instance, in samples activated

with KOH at low and high temperatures while, in the specific case of H3PO4 activated carbons, only in

samples obtained at high temperature is appreciated.

3.3. Raman Spectrometry for Samples LACC-K 700 and PAC-K 700

Another potential technique to evaluate fine structural changes in activated carbons is Raman

spectrometry. In the specific case of polycrystalline graphite, Raman spectra exhibits two sharp

rotational contributions, the so-called G-band around 1580 cm−1 and D-band (disorder band) around

1355 cm−1, ascribed to the E2g and A1g in-plane rotational modes, respectively. Interestingly, the position

and width of these bands depends on the material carbonization degree and the degree of disorder

(porosity, crystallite size distribution, etc.). Furthermore, the intensity of the D band inversely scales

with the size of the microcrystals, i.e., the degree of long-range ordering, so that the intensity ratio

ID/IG can be correlated with the reciprocal of the crystallite size along basal plane measured from XRD.

Figure 5 shows the Raman spectra for two KOH-activated carbons (LACC-K 700 and PAC-K 800)

before and after incorporation of n-nonane. In both cases, the spectra exhibit two sharp contributions

at 1344 cm−1 and 1591 cm−1, attributed to the D and G-bands, respectively. In addition, these spectra
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show a broad shoulder in the 2600–3400 cm−1 range, due to the G and D bands overtones and the D-G

inter-combination band [23].

Figure 5. Raman spectra for the KOH activated carbons ((a) LACC-K 700 and (b) PAC-K 800) before

and after incorporation of n-nonane.

As it can be appreciated, the incorporation of n-nonane does not have any effect in the position of

the D and G bands for both activated carbons. However, important differences can be appreciated

in the relative intensities, preferentially for sample PAC-K 800 (an important decrease in the D-band

intensity at 1344 cm−1 can be clearly appreciated). Indeed, the ID/IG band ratio is rather similar for the

LACC-K 700 sample after n-nonane incorporation (0.93 vs. 0.91), while large differences are observed

for PAC-K 800 sample (0.86 vs. 0.96). The larger ID/IG ratio after n-nonane adsorption in sample

PAC-K 800 clearly confirms an increased long-range ordering upon adsorption, in close agreement

with XRD data.

3.4. Electrical Conductivity Measurements

Experimental results described above have shown that activated carbon materials prepared under

harsh activation conditions (e.g., KOH activation) can exhibit intrinsic structural re-structuring upon

hydrocarbon adsorption, preferentially for long chain molecules. If an internal re-structuring is the main

reason to explain the aforementioned observations, it is easy to understand that these structural changes

must be reflected in important changes in the macroscopic properties of the evaluated activated carbon

materials. Among the different potential properties susceptible to be affected by these order/disorder

changes, one of the most sensitive to the long-range order of the electronically coherent domains,

and extremely important from a technological point of view, will be the electrical resistivity. Although

activated carbons are considered materials with a high resistivity due to the intrinsic stochastic

ordering of the graphite microdomains, the above described changes could have an important effect

in these properties. To evaluate this point, Figure 6 compares the electrical conductivity (inverse of

resistivity) for some of the activated carbon materials developed in this study, in monolith-shape (see

experimental section and Supplementary Table S1 for further details) before and after adsorption

of different organic molecules. The initial conductivity (or resistivity) of the synthesized activated

carbons is in close agreement with their internal structure, i.e., lignocellulosic materials exhibit a higher

resistivity compared to a graphitizable petroleum-pitch derived carbon. The existence of extended

graphite-based microdomains in the petroleum residue favors the electrical conductivity. Indeed,

sample LACP-A 450 exhibits the lowest conductivity (resistivity as high as 2.34 kΩ·cm), followed by

sample LACC-K 700 with a resistivity of 410 Ω·cm and sample PAC-K 800 with a resistivity around

127 Ω·cm (see resistivity measurements in Supplementary Figures S6–S10). These resistivity values are

very similar to those described in the literature by Adinaveen et al. for lignocellulosic-based carbon

materials [24]. Interestingly, the incorporation of an organic molecule in the microporous structure of

these samples gives rise to important changes in the conductivity, these changes being highly sensitive
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to the nature of the adsorbed molecule (including the chain length). Although these changes are small

for the LACP-A 450 sample, they already anticipate a clear tendency, i.e., longer chain hydrocarbons

and/or alcohols highly improve the conductivity, while shorter hydrocarbons and/or alcohols give

rise to a decreased conductivity. This tendency can be more clearly appreciated for sample LACC-K

700, and even more for PAC-K 800. In both cases, n-nonane and octanol give rise to an improved

conductivity while n-hexane and hexanol increases the resistivity. These effects are extremely large for

PAC-K 800 sample with an increase of ≈ 6 mS/cm after incorporation of n-nonane in the micropores.

The larger conductivity changes in sample LACC-K 700 and, even more important, for PAC-K 800

sample are in close agreement with the structural changes anticipated by XRD and Raman.

Figure 6. Electrical conductivity (mS/cm) measured for the three activated carbons: (a) LACP-A

450; (b) LACC-K 700 and (c) PAC-K 800, evaluated before (raw) and after adsorption of different

hydrocarbons or alcohols (nonane, hexane, hexanol and octanol).

Previous studies described in the literature have shown that the mechanism of electronic conduction

in activated carbon materials does not resemble neither that of metals nor of semiconductors [24,25]. It is

rather a “hopping” mechanism between coherent domains, so that the final conductivity highly depends

on the long-range ordering or graphitization degree [25]. More specifically, the turbostratic carbon

structure is constituted by graphite-like domains containing one positive (p-) or negative (n-) excess

charge, although they can also be uncharged. In this microdomains excess charge is delocalized and

moves freely. However, the low conductivity in activated carbon materials is rather due to the restricted

mobility in between twisted domains. The weak electronic overlap at the interface force charges to

travel by tunneling, through a “hopping” mechanism [26,27]. At this point it is important to highlight

that the modification of the carbon structure through the incorporation of functional groups can be

used to modify the electron and/or hole mobility within the graphite microdomains and, indirectly,
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the electrical resistivity [5]. Depending on the nature of the functionality, i.e., electron-donating or

electron-deficient, the resistivity would increase or decrease accordingly. Furthermore, it is also true

that the adsorption of organic molecules (for instance, NH3 with a lone pair electron) in the surface of

carbon materials can induce changes in the materials´ resistivity through electron transfer processes

(for instance, the electron donating properties of ammonia). Despite these premises, the combination

of XRD and Raman with resistivity measurements upon n-nonane adsorption, taking into account

that hydrocarbons are not prone to induce important electronic changes in the carbon structure,

clearly show for the first time that activated carbon materials are not as rigid as expected, the internal

re-structuring upon gas/liquid adsorption playing a crucial role in the final electrical performance of

the material. Indeed, the large improvement in the conductivity of sample PAC-K 800 (up to 6 mS/cm)

can only be understood through the observed structural flexibility changes, anticipated by XRD and

Raman measurements. On the other hand, the restricted conductivity upon adsorption of short-chain

hydrocarbons and/or alcohols could be due to the presence of two differently oriented microdomains,

thus limiting the “hopping” mechanism compared to the original carbon with a stochastic ordering

(with higher probability for electron mobility in between graphite microdomains), in close agreement

with XRD measurements.

Last but not least, it is important to highlight that the large selectivity to the hydrocarbon chain

length and the nature of the organic molecule (hydrocarbon or alcohol) observed in Figure 6 opens the

gate towards the application of KOH-activated carbon materials as sensing devices for the detection of

organic molecules.

4. Conclusions

Combination of XRD and Raman spectroscopy upon adsorption of different organic molecules

shows that the inner structure of activated carbon materials prepared under harsh activation conditions

(for instance, KOH activation) is not as rigid as expected. According to these results, the graphite

microdomains that constitute the skeleton go through an internal reorientation upon adsorption

of long-chain hydrocarbons/alcohols (e.g., n-nonane), associated with an important increase in the

electrical conductivity. On the contrary, the adsorption of short-chain hydrocarbons/alcohols gives rise

to a decrease in the conductivity compared to the raw material, in close agreement with the presence

of two different microdomains as observed using XRD measurements. The high selectivity of this

structural reorientation to the nature of the adsorbed molecule opens the gate towards the application

of these carbons, preferentially KOH activated carbons from petroleum residue, in sensing devices.
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